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Predation risk and resource availability are two primary factors predicted by theory
to drive the evolution of life histories. Yet, disentangling their roles in life-history
evolution in the wild is challenging because (1) the two factors often co-vary across
environments, and (2) environmental effects on phenotypes can mask patterns of
genotypic evolution. Here, we use the model system of the post-Pleistocene radiation
of Bahamas mosquitofish (Gambusia hubbsi) inhabiting blue holes to provide a strong
test of the roles of predation and resources in life-history evolution, as the two factors
do not co-vary in this system and we attempted to minimize environmental effects
by raising eight populations under common laboratory conditions. We tested a priori
predictions of predation- and resource-driven evolution in five life-history traits. We found
that life-history evolution in Bahamas mosquitofish largely reflected complex interactions
in the effects of predation and resource availability. High predation risk has driven
the evolution of higher fecundity, smaller offspring size, more frequent reproduction,
and slower growth rate—but this predation-driven divergence primarily occurred in
environments with relatively high resource availability, and the effects of resources on
life-history evolution was generally greater within environments having high predation
risk. This implies that resource-driven selection on life histories overrides selection
from predators when resources are particularly scarce. While several results matched
a priori predictions, with the added nuance of interdependence among selective
agents, some did not. For instance, only resource levels, not predation risk, explained
evolutionary change in male age at maturity, with more rapid sexual maturation in
higher-resource environments. We also found faster (not slower) juvenile growth rates
within low-resource and low-predation environments, probably caused by selection
in these high-competition scenarios favoring greater growth efficiency. Our approach,
using common-garden experiments with a natural system of low- and high-predation
populations that span a continuum of resource availability, provides a powerful way to
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deepen our understanding of life-history evolution. Overall, it appears that life-history
evolution in this adaptive radiation has resulted from a complex interplay between
predation and resources, underscoring the need for increased attention on more
sophisticated interactions among selective agents in driving phenotypic diversification.

Keywords: common-garden experiment, growth rate, life histories, mortality rates, predator-prey, resource
availability, divergent natural selection, Poeciliidae

INTRODUCTION

Growth rates and reproductive traits, such as age at sexual
maturity and offspring size and number, can have strong
effects on fitness and yet vary notably among and within
species (Partridge and Harvey, 1988; Stearns, 1992; Roff,
2002). Life-history theory comprises a broad and diverse
analytical framework that attempts to understand the causes and
consequences of this variation. With their intimate relationship
with fitness, combined with their importance in shaping the
structure and dynamics of populations, communities, and
ecosystems, life-history traits have attracted voluminous and
long-standing research in evolutionary ecology (e.g., Lack, 1947;
Reznick and Endler, 1982; Stearns, 1992; Roff, 2002; Bassar et al.,
2010; Walsh et al., 2012). A fundamental goal of this work is
to predict how life-history traits will evolve under particular
environmental conditions (e.g., Stearns, 1976, 2000; Reznick
and Endler, 1982; Reznick et al., 1997; Riesch et al., 2013;
Moore et al., 2016).

A central axiom of life-history theory is that during an
organism’s life, time and energy are finite, and thus organisms
have evolved adaptive allocation of a limited energy budget
across multiple competing tasks and functions (Stearns, 1992;
Zera and Harshman, 2001; Roff, 2002; Flatt and Heyland, 2011).
For instance, organisms must acquire necessary resources and
allocate energy toward somatic growth, reproductive tissue,
and other features. Trade-offs imposed by time and energy
are proposed to drive phenotypic variation among different
environmental conditions and across the lifespan of organisms
(Van Noordwijk and de Jong, 1986; Stearns, 1989; Roff, 1992;
Charnov, 1993; Roff, 2002). This trade-off framework forms a key
foundation for the modern view of life-history evolution, yet we
still have much to learn about how specific agents of selection
directly and indirectly contribute to shape variation in key life-
history traits in the wild (e.g., Riesch et al., 2020). For example,
we have a wealth of research documenting statistical associations
between important life-history traits and an array of potentially
influential environmental variables (e.g., Ballinger, 1979; Reznick
and Endler, 1982; Spitze, 1991; Martin, 1995; Riesch et al., 2014).
Although informative, such associations are frequently difficult
to interpret (due to covariation among ecological selective
pressures) and thus, a contemporary challenge is to isolate and
disentangle the role of specific ecological agents in the evolution
of life histories.

Two of the most-studied ecological factors affecting time and
energy allocation are predation risk and resource availability.
These factors are generally considered the primary agents driving
the evolution of life-history traits (e.g., Reznick and Endler, 1982;

Martin, 1987; Lynch, 1989; Vanni and Lampert, 1992; Boggs
and Ross, 1993; Martin, 1995; Reznick et al., 2001; Arendt
and Reznick, 2005; Riesch et al., 2020). However, two key
obstacles have so far hindered our ability to uncover their
importance in shaping life histories in the wild. First, differences
in resource availability often covary with predation regime:
e.g., more productive and relatively nutrient-rich environments
often support a larger number of interacting species (including
predators), and predators often reduce prey population densities
and indirectly elevate resource levels (Walsh and Reznick, 2008;
Rudman et al., 2016). Thus, determining the relative roles of
predation and resources in influencing life histories is statistically
daunting, to say the least. Second, environmental effects on
life-history phenotypes can obscure or even mask patterns of
underlying genotypic life-history evolution—it may be naïve to
assume that evolutionary responses to environmental factors
mirror the phenotypic responses (e.g., Conover and Schultz,
1995). Hence, we need more than phenotype-environment
associations observed in the field to understand genetic evolution
of life histories (Berven, 1982; Reznick, 1982; Reznick and Bryga,
1996). One approach to address these obstacles is to measure
evolutionary change subsequent to experimental manipulation
of environmental factors (Reznick et al., 1990, 2019; Walsh and
Reznick, 2011; Wathne et al., 2020). While certainly informative,
this approach does not directly address how life histories
actually evolve under natural conditions, and generally pertains
to relatively short time scales. An alternative and powerful
approach is to use model systems that offer “natural experiments,”
where populations/species have evolved in distinct and well-
characterized environments in the wild (Diamond, 1986). Ideally,
we would like to investigate natural systems with (1) strong
variation in, but little covariation among, predation risk and
resource availability, (2) relatively few potentially confounding
factors, and (3) the ability to raise the organism in a common
environment to assess the genetic basis to trait divergence
among populations.

Livebearing fishes (family Poeciliidae), such as guppies,
mollies, swordtails, and mosquitofish, have been at the forefront
of the development of life-history theory (e.g., Reznick and
Endler, 1982; Reznick et al., 1990, 2002; Johnson, 2001;
Johnson and Belk, 2001; Bronikowski et al., 2002; Jennions
and Telford, 2002; Jennions et al., 2006; Riesch et al., 2014,
2015; Moore et al., 2016; Belk et al., 2020; Santi et al.,
2020). One especially powerful model system of livebearing
fish is the post-Pleistocene radiation of Bahamas mosquitofish
(Gambusia hubbsi), as the system offers the opportunity to
isolate the effects of predation risk and resource availability
on life-history trait evolution. These small, livebearing fish
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inhabit blue holes that differ considerably in predation risk
(presence/absence of predatory fish) and resource availability
(continuous variation in density of zooplankton resources)—
both factors are temporally consistent but do not covary with one
another in this system (Heinen et al., 2013). Moreover, no known
environmental factor should obscure the effects of these two
agents on phenotypic evolution because previous research has
investigated numerous environmental features of blue holes—
e.g., temperature, salinity, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, pH, total
phosphorus, total nitrogen, total organic carbon, surface area,
water depth, and densities of chlorophyll a, phycocyanin, and
phytoplankton—and documented a lack of covariation between
these variables and either the presence of predatory fish or
zooplankton density (e.g., Langerhans et al., 2007; Heinen et al.,
2013; Björnerås et al., 2020). The fish are also highly amenable to
laboratory rearing under common-garden conditions, enabling
us to test for evolutionary divergence of life-histories in response
to these ecological agents while minimizing direct environmental
effects on the phenotypes (i.e., phenotypic plasticity).

Here we examined Bahamas mosquitofish raised in a common
laboratory environment derived from eight populations varying
in predation risk and resource availability. Based on an extensive
body of theoretical and empirical studies, we tested a priori
predictions of adaptive life-history divergence in response to
these two selective agents (e.g., Gadgil and Bossert, 1970;
Stearns, 1976; Law, 1979; Michod, 1979; Reznick et al., 1990,
1996, 2001, 2019; Charlesworth, 1994; Abrams and Rowe,
1996; Downhower et al., 2000; Gasser et al., 2000; Johnson,
2001; Dmitriew, 2011; Riesch et al., 2013, 2020). While further
mathematical development of underlying theory is desirable for
making clear and unambiguous predictions, our predictions here
derive from research that links mortality rates (across all age
classes), density regulation (e.g., resource competition, juvenile
survival), and food availability to the adaptive evolution of life
histories. First, we predicted that elevated extrinsic mortality
rates, combined with reduced population densities experienced
in populations with high predation risk would select for (1)
higher fecundity, (2) smaller offspring size, (3) more frequent
reproduction, (4) earlier age at maturity, and (5) more rapid
growth. These predictions derive from both the direct effects of
predator-induced mortality and the potential indirect effects of
elevated resource competition in the absence of predators where
population densities are much higher. Second, we predicted
that relatively high resource availability would select for (1)
higher fecundity, (2) smaller offspring size, (3) more frequent
reproduction, (4) earlier age at maturity, and (5) slower growth
due to lower growth efficiency. We note that an alternative
prediction for the effect of predation risk on growth rate exists
and may apply in this system: lower mortality rates and high
densities in low-predation environments could select for higher
growth efficiency in these highly competitive environments,
leading to the prediction of more rapid growth in populations
with low predation risk (Arendt and Wilson, 1999; Robinson
and Partridge, 2001; Lindgren and Laurila, 2005). While all
environmental/transgenerational effects cannot be fully excluded
from our study, we attempted to minimize these sources by
raising multiple generations under common conditions. Thus, we

interpret phenotype-environment correlations that emerge after
common-garden rearing to reflect signals of local adaptation, and
thus, largely of genetic origin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study System and Environmental
Measurements
Inland blue holes (water-filled, vertical caves) on Andros
Island, The Bahamas were colonized by Bahamas mosquitofish
during the past ∼15,000 years, harbor relatively simple fish
and plankton communities (e.g., typically 1–3 fish species, 1–
3 dominant zooplankton species), appear very stable through
time, and are quite isolated from one another in most cases
(Fairbanks, 1989; Langerhans and Gifford, 2009; Heinen et al.,
2013; Heinen-Kay and Langerhans, 2013; Riesch et al., 2013;
Björnerås et al., 2020; Sha et al., 2021). The post-Pleistocene
radiation of Bahamas mosquitofish in these blue holes is largely
characterized by predator-driven multi-trait adaptation (e.g.,
Langerhans et al., 2007; Heinen-Kay and Langerhans, 2013;
Anderson and Langerhans, 2015; Heinen-Kay et al., 2015; Fowler
et al., 2018; Langerhans, 2018), although resource availability
appears to also play some role in phenotypic differentiation
(e.g., Heinen et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2014; Riesch et al.,
2020). In some blue holes, Bahamas mosquitofish coexist with a
major predatory fish (bigmouth sleeper, Gobiomorus dormitor),
resulting in a clear dichotomy between “high-predation” blue
holes, where predators impose strong mortality and effectively
reduce Bahamas mosquitofish population densities, and “low-
predation” blue holes with no major fish predators and
consequently relatively low mortality rates (e.g., Langerhans
et al., 2007; Heinen et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2015; Riesch
et al., 2020). While high-predation localities clearly have greater
adult mortality rates, prior analyses of population densities
and age structure suggest that all age classes of Bahamas
mosquitofish suffer higher mortality in the presence of bigmouth
sleepers, with population densities considerably lower than low-
predation localities (Heinen et al., 2013; Riesch et al., 2020; see
Supplementary Material).

Blue holes also range widely in primary productivity and
resource availability, spanning over an order of magnitude in
the density of their key prey, zooplankton (primarily copepods;
Gluckman and Hartney, 2000; Heinen et al., 2013; Araujo et al.,
2014; Sha et al., 2021). Following previous work, in this study
we treated predation regime as a categorical variable based
on the presence/absence of bigmouth sleeper, and measured
resource availability as the density of zooplankton. Zooplankton
densities were taken from a previous study (Heinen et al.,
2013). Briefly, we estimated zooplankton densities using a 60-
m tow of a zooplankton net (20-cm diameter, 153-µm mesh)
at 0.5-m depth. Thus, zooplankton densities were estimated
in habitats where Bahamas mosquitofish are abundant within
all sites (Heinen et al., 2013). We counted all zooplankton
within a 2.5-ml subsample of each plankton collection using
a stereo microscope. Resource estimates in blue holes show
high repeatability across seasons and years (intraclass correlation
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coefficients: 0.88–0.98; Heinen et al., 2013), and recent detailed
investigations of zooplankton densities and depth distributions
in a subset of six blue holes have confirmed the utility of
these measurements in capturing consistent, among-population
variation in resource levels (intraclass correlation coefficient of
standardized zooplankton densities measured 7–8 years apart:
0.95; Sha et al., 2021). Zooplankton density does not covary
with predation regime across blue holes (n = 19 blue holes,
P = 0.71), nor with G. hubbsi density (n = 17 blue holes,
P = 0.69); a pattern consistent within the subset of eight blue holes
examined here (both P > 0.38). Zooplankton density appears to
represent a strong and robust estimate of resource availability
for Bahamas mosquitofish in blue holes (see Supplementary
Material). However, owing to the large differences in G. hubbsi
population densities between predation regimes caused by
predator-induced mortality, some of the phenotypic differences
between these predatory environments could reflect density-
dependent selection. That is, the higher population densities
within low-predation environments likely result in more intense
resource competition compared to high-predation environments
(see Supplementary Material). Therefore, when we refer to
effects of predation risk in this study, those effects could arise
from direct effects of mortality rates or indirect effects of
altered population density (we assess the possible causes in
the Discussion). Throughout, we use “predation regime” or
“predation risk” to refer to the presence/absence of bigmouth
sleepers in the population of origin, and “resource availability”
or “resource level” to refer to the zooplankton density in the
population of origin.

Source Populations and Laboratory
Rearing
Wild G. hubbsi were collected under snorkel using hand-held dip
nets from eight inland blue holes that differ in predation regime
(4 low-predation, 4 high-predation; Supplementary Figure S1)
during two occasions in 2016 (8–20 June, 30 September–3
October) and transported to experimental facilities at North
Carolina State University. We selected these blue holes a priori
as representative of the larger set of blue holes on Andros
Island (e.g., Langerhans, 2018). The fish that formed the wild-
caught parental generation (F0) were collected as newborns (in
an attempt to minimize maternal and environmental effects)
and subsequently reared to adulthood in single-sex groups
(to keep fish virgin until breeding) in re-circulating systems
providing biological, mechanical and UV filtration. Municipal
source water was filtered using a 5-stage filtration system
(Aqua FX Mako 5-stage RO/DI system, Aqua Engineering
and Equipment, Inc., Winter Park, Florida), treated to reclaim
electrolytes and general hardness (R/O Right, KENT Marine,
Franklin, Wisconsin), buffered to a pH of approximately 8.3
(Marine Buffer, Seachem Laboratories, Madison, Georgia), and
maintained at approximately 1.5 ppt salinity (∼2,850 µS, Instant
Ocean, Blacksburg, Virginia). Digital networked controllers
(ReefKeeper Lite, Digital Aquatics, Everett, Wisconsin; Remote
Operator, Unitronics, Quincy, Massachusetts) maintained water
temperature at approximately 25◦C, photoperiod at 14-h

light/10-h dark, and monitored salinity and pH. Fish were
fed ad libitum daily with a mixture of TetraPro Tropical
Crisps (Tetra, Blacksburg, Virginia) and freeze-dried daphnia,
bloodworms and brine shrimp (Hikari, Hayward, California). F0
fish were raised in 115-L tanks with artificial vegetation (6 tanks
per population, ∼10 fish per tank).

To measure fecundity, offspring size, and interbrood interval
of lab-raised F0 fish (see below), and to acquire F1 fish, sexually
mature F0 fish were uniquely mated: each female mated with a
single male, with no fish used more than once. We isolated mated
females within the re-circulating systems in 38-L chambers, and
after approximately 4 weeks (or when visibly showing signs of
late-stage pregnancy) we provided very dense artificial vegetation
as safe refuge for newborn offspring (to minimize cannibalism
from females). We visually screened for newborn offspring
at least once per day. Mated females remained isolated after
parturition of their first brood so we could potentially measure
fecundity and offspring size across multiple broods per female.

To measure fecundity and the size of offspring delivered by F1
fish, and to acquire F2 fish for our growth-rate and maturation
experiment, we raised F1 fish in 115-L rearing tanks within
the re-circulating systems and subsequently mated them after
sexual maturity. We pooled outbred families of similar age within
populations (152 total full-sibling F1 families, ∼9 115-L tanks
per population) and separated sexes upon first sign of male
maturation. We mated F1 females to multiple unrelated males
from the same population (to maintain high genetic diversity),
and held mated females in groups of ∼12 per 115-L tank
with dense artificial vegetation. We screened tanks daily for
newborn offspring.

Life-History Measurements
Prior work examining numerous blue hole populations of
Bahamas mosquitofish has shown higher fecundity and smaller
offspring size in Bahamas mosquitofish inhabiting high-
predation blue holes (Downhower et al., 2000; Riesch et al., 2013;
Riesch et al., 2020). However, prior tests for genetically based
divergence in these traits have been extremely limited (three
populations), with no previous study measuring interbrood
interval, age at maturity, or growth rate, or directly testing the
roles of predation regime or resource levels on life histories
of common-garden raised individuals. Here, we quantified
fecundity (number of offspring per brood), offspring size (body
size at birth), interbrood interval (number of days between
reproductive events), age at maturity in males, and juvenile
growth rate for fish derived from eight populations and raised
under common laboratory conditions.

To measure fecundity and offspring size for F1 and F2
offspring broods, we examined a total of 471 mated lab-raised
females derived from the eight populations (145 F0, 326 F1
females), comprising a total of 866 broods for fecundity (270 F1
broods, 596 F2 broods) and 747 broods for offspring size at birth
(199 F1 broods, 548 F2 broods) (see Supplementary Table S1
for details). For F1 broods only, we measured the interbrood
interval between 113 pairs of broods—we could not measure this
in F2 broods because we did not individually track females across
multiple broods in that case.
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Each time newborn offspring were observed in a tank, we
immediately removed all offspring, counted them, placed them
in a 1-L beaker filled with <2-cm deep water, and photographed
them from above using a tripod-mounted DSLR camera (Canon
T3i; Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a macro lens
(Sigma 50 mm f/2.8 EX DG Macro; Sigma Corp., Ronkonkoma,
New York). For F1 broods only, we additionally removed and
photographed the female that had given birth following the same
methodology. Using the digital photos, we used tpsDig2 (Rohlf,
2017) to measure the standard length (SL) of three offspring (or
all offspring if brood size ≤3). The average offspring SL served
as our estimate of offspring size at birth for a given brood. We
additionally used the digital photos to measure the SL of each
female after each parturition to include as a potential covariate
for F1 broods, as larger females were expected to produce larger
broods (e.g., Riesch et al., 2013). Although female body size
was unknown for F2 broods (multiple females pooled together),
female body size does not differ between predation regimes in the
wild or in our common-garden experiment (see Supplementary
Material), and we found that female size did not influence
offspring size in F1 broods (see “Results”).

To examine age at maturity and juvenile growth rate, we
conducted an experiment using 51 F2 broods (Supplementary
Table S2). Each brood was photographed the day of birth
as described above, raised in a separate 10-L tank within a
recirculating system for approximately 61 days (61.18 ± 0.87,
mean ± std. dev.), photographed again using the same methods,
and then continued to be raised in the same conditions until
all fish reached sexual maturity. Because external identification
of sexual maturity in poeciliid females is not straightforward
(sexual maturation largely occurs internally), but sexual maturity
is readily identifiable for males, we only measured the age
at maturity for males. Males were determined as sexually
mature when their gonopodium had fully completed its entire
morphological development (Turner, 1941). We removed males
from the tanks when mature to minimize any possible effects
of social interactions with adults on age at maturity in males
(e.g., Borowsky, 1973; Sohn, 1977a,b; Hughes, 1985; Borowsky,
1987; Magellan and Magurran, 2009). To measure growth rate,
we used the digital photos to measure SL of five fish per brood
(or all fish if brood size ≤5) at each time point to measure the
average body size at birth and after approximately 2 months
of rearing. Growth rate was estimated as change in mm SL
per day = SL2months – SLbirth/# of days. This 2-month duration
captured the vast majority of juvenile growth. No fish initiated
sexual differentiation or reached sexual maturity during this
period, but males began external sexual differentiation within
2 weeks after this period.

Each day, we fed fish ad libitum as described above, checked
for sexual maturity, and confirmed health and responsiveness to
feeding for each fish to help ensure they all received adequate
food daily. Water conditions followed that described above,
with the addition that we recorded water temperature every
10 min throughout the experiment using a HOBO UA-002-
64 temperature data logger for potential use as a covariate in
statistical analysis (average 2-month water temperature across all
broods: 24.90◦C ± 0.12). A low level of mortality occurred early

in the experiment in five populations (8 fish, 3.8% mortality),
and thus effects of mortality or selection should be minimal.
Because the experiment was run in two temporal blocks, with the
second block starting immediately after the first block reached
2 months of age, we included a random Block term in our
statistical analyses.

Statistical Analysis
For fecundity, we first tested for effects of laboratory rearing
on size-specific fecundity by comparing F1 brood sizes in our
common-garden experiment to wild-caught females from the
same eight populations (n = 100, data from Riesch et al.,
2013). We conducted a generalized linear model using a Poisson
distribution with a log link, with fecundity as the dependent
variable, population, rearing environment (wild vs. lab), and
their interaction as independent variables, and log10-transformed
female SL as a covariate. We then tested whether predation
regime or resource availability influenced among-population
variation in fecundity of F1 and F2 broods. We conducted a
generalized linear mixed-model with a Poisson distribution and
log link using the number of offspring per brood as the dependent
variable and predation regime, log10-transformed zooplankton
density, generation (F1 vs. F2 broods), and their interactions
as independent variables. Population was included as a random
effect. Because female ID was unknown for F2 broods, we
could not include female body size as a covariate. However, we
performed an analogous statistical analysis for F1 brood sizes
alone that did statistically adjust for any effects of female body
size and brood number, and found qualitatively similar results
(Supplementary Table S3). Because F1 females were smaller
(younger) than F0 females (33.4 mm SL vs. 37.9 mm SL, on
average), we expected smaller fecundity in F2 broods compared
to F1 broods but were interested in the potential interactions
between generation and predation regime or resource availability.

To test for effects of predation regime and resource availability
on offspring size at birth, we conducted a general linear mixed-
model with log10-transformed average offspring SL at birth as
the dependent variable and predation regime, log10-transformed
zooplankton density, generation (F1 vs. F2 broods), and their
interactions as independent variables. Population was again
included as a random effect. Once again, and for the same
reason, we could not include female body size as a covariate but
analysis of F1 offspring body size at birth that did statistically
adjust for any effects of female body size and brood number
found qualitatively similar results (and no effects of female
body size or brood number; see Supplementary Table S3).
Moreover, results were unchanged if we included fecundity as a
covariate in the model.

To test for effects of predation regime and resource availability
on the frequency with which females deliver broods, we
conducted a generalized linear mixed-model with a Poisson
distribution and log link using the interbrood interval (number
of days between consecutive delivery of broods) as the dependent
variable and predation regime, log10-transformed zooplankton
density, and their interactions as independent variables. Log10-
transformed female SL and brood number served as covariates,
with population and female ID treated as random effects.
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We tested for effects of predation regime and resource
availability on male age at sexual maturity in lab-raised F2s using
a generalized linear mixed-model with a Poisson distribution and
log link. Age at maturity (# of days) served as the dependent
variable, and predation regime, log10-transformed zooplankton
density, and their interaction served as independent variables. We
included population and brood ID as random effects. We initially
included average water temperature as a covariate, but excluded
it due lack of influence (P = 0.96).

To test for effects of predation regime and resource availability
on juvenile growth rate in lab-raised F2s, we conducted a
general linear mixed-model with average growth rate (mm
per day) as the dependent variable, and predation regime,
log10-transformed zooplankton density, and their interaction as
independent variables. Population and block were included as
random effects. We further included tank density and average
water temperature as covariates, as these influenced average
growth rate (see section “Results”).

To provide a multivariate overview of life-history variation
among populations, we calculated population means for all 5
traits using values for F2 broods in all cases except interbrood
interval (only F1 brood data available), and performed a principal
component analysis (PCA) using the correlation matrix. We
retained PC axes with eigenvalues greater than 1 for inspection.
We plotted relevant PC scores for populations in each predation
regime against resource availability to assess overall multivariate
patterns of life-history divergence.

Analyses were performed using the R statistical program
(R Development Core Team, 2009) with the lme4 and afex
packages (for generalized linear mixed models) and the JMP
statistical program (v. 14.2, 2018, SAS Institute Inc.; for general
linear mixed models and generalized linear models). In all cases,
to interpret interaction terms involving predation regime and
resource availability, we provided two visual depictions: (1)
average trait values for each predation regime at both low and
high resource levels (values of 0.2 and 0.75 log10–transformed
zooplankton density), and (2) plotted relevant population means
within each predation regime against resource availability. To
provide an intuitive metric of effect sizes, we present percent
differences between groups.

RESULTS

Comparing wild-caught and lab-raised F0 females, we found that
the eight populations examined showed strongly consistent size-
specific fecundities, with no evidence of differences between the
rearing environments in brood sizes (Supplementary Table S4).
Thus, the laboratory rearing environment for F0 females did
not result in altered size-specific fecundity for any population
compared to that observed in the wild.

In our tests of the effects of predation regime and resource
availability on fecundity in lab-raised Bahamas mosquitofish,
we found clear evidence for a three-way interaction between
predation regime, zooplankton density, and generation (Table 1).
This finding reflected two main patterns. First, high-predation
populations exhibited higher fecundity than low-predation
populations within both F1 and F2 broods (Figure 1A; matching

predictions). Second, the effects of resource availability depended
on the predation regime and generation: a positive association
between resource availability and fecundity was evident in most
cases (albeit weakly in F1 broods of high-predation females)
except for F2 broods of low-predation females (Figure 1B; largely
matching predictions). Thus, we found evidence for a role of
both predation risk and resource availability in the evolution of
fecundity in Bahamas mosquitofish, however the influence of
predation risk was stronger and more consistent than resource
levels (Supplementary Table S5). On average, high-predation
females had 46.2% higher fecundity in F1 broods than low-
predation females, statistically controlling for body size, brood
number, and resource availability. For F2 broods, high-predation
females had a fecundity 37.7% higher on average than low-
predation females, statistically controlling for effects of resource
availability. Fecundity of F2 broods was smaller than F1 broods,
but this likely reflected the smaller body size of females in the
second generation.

Across two generations of lab-raised fish, we found opposite
effects of resource availability on offspring size in the different
predation regimes (Table 1, “Pred × Res” term). In low-predation
populations, offspring size tended to increase in sites with
increasing levels of resources (opposite to a priori prediction), but
offspring size in high-predation populations strongly decreased
with higher resource availability in their native populations
(matching a priori prediction) (Figure 1D and Supplementary
Table S5). At low resource levels, we found no differences in
offspring size between predation regimes, but at moderate to
high resource levels, G. hubbsi showed larger offspring size at
birth in the absence of predators (Figure 1C and Supplementary
Table S5). The larger offspring size in F2 broods at least partially
reflects the smaller fecundity in F2 broods.

For interbrood interval, we found evidence for an interaction
between predation regime and resource availability, but no
effects of female body size or brood number (Table 2).
Reproductive frequency was more rapid in populations having
higher resource availability (matching a priori prediction),
but only within high-predation populations (Figure 1F and
Supplementary Table S5). Within low-resource environments,
predation risk has not led to any difference in interbrood
interval, but at moderate-high resource levels, high-predation
populations reproduce more frequently, as predicted (Figure 1E
and Supplementary Table S5).

We found that predation regime had no influence on
the age at maturity in lab-raised F2 males (contrary to
a priori prediction), but resource availability had a strong effect
matching our a priori prediction (Table 3). Male Bahamas
mosquitofish have apparently evolved to mature more quickly in
populations with higher resource levels, regardless of predation
risk (Figures 2A,B). This resulted in a 13.9% later age at maturity,
on average, in males derived from low-resource compared to
high-resource environments (Supplementary Table S5).

We observed independent effects of resource availability
and predation regime on juvenile growth rate in lab-raised
F2 Bahamas mosquitofish (Table 4). Matching our a priori
prediction, populations that have evolved in blue holes
with higher resource availability showed slower growth rates,
regardless of whether they have evolved with or without
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TABLE 1 | Statistical results examining variation in fecundity and offspring size of F1 and F2 broods of lab-raised Bahamas mosquitofish derived from eight blue holes
varying in predation regime and resource availability.

Fecundity Offspring size

Source df χ2 P df F P

Predation regime (Pred) 1 16.09 <0.0001 1, 4.55 15.09 0.0139

Log zooplankton density (Res) 1 3.63 0.0568 1, 4.56 4.69 0.0880

Generation (Gen) 1 1,186.75 <0.0001 1, 737.7 261.74 <0.0001

Pred × Res 1 3.67 0.0554 1, 4.56 15.61 0.0130

Pred × Gen 1 1.13 0.2880 1, 737.7 0.44 0.5096

Res × Gen 1 0.35 0.5536 1, 736.6 0.92 0.3379

Pred × Res × Gen 1 22.30 <0.0001 1, 736.6 3.08 0.0795

predators (Figure 2D). At low resource levels, predation risk
has not led to divergence in growth rates, but at moderate-high
resource levels, populations without predatory fish have evolved
higher growth rates than high-predation populations (Figure 2C
and Supplementary Table S5). Our covariates revealed higher
juvenile growth rates were associated with lower tank densities
and higher water temperature.

We retained two PC axes in our PCA of population mean life-
history trait values. The first axis explained 60% of the among-
population variance in life-history traits, capturing variation
in four of the five traits, while the second axis explained
24% of the variance and captured variation only in male
age at maturity (Supplementary Table S6). PC 1 illustrated
that the major gradient in life-history divergence of Bahamas
mosquitofish involves predation-regime dependent effects of
resource availability (stronger in high-predation populations)
that results in strong divergence between predation regimes
only within environments having moderate to high resource
availability (Figure 3). Positive PC 1 scores are associated
with faster juvenile growth rates, larger offspring size, longer
interbrood intervals, and lower fecundity (Supplementary
Table S6). Because PC 2 largely described variation in male age
at maturity (Supplementary Table S6), it essentially re-described
variation already captured in Figure 2B.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we tested a set of a priori predictions of
adaptive life-history divergence in response to predation and
resource availability. To do so, we took advantage of a natural
system where these primary agents of ecological selection vary
considerably among populations, but do not covary with one
another. Raising eight populations under common laboratory
conditions, we uncovered important insights into the nature
of evolutionary responses of life-history traits to predation
and resource availability. Taken together, our findings strongly
suggest that life-history evolution in this post-Pleistocene
radiation has largely been shaped by interactions between these
two factors. Not only did we reveal clear evidence that both
predation and resource levels are important in driving life-
history evolution, but the effect of predation regime mostly
depended on resource availability, while the effects of resource

availability often differed among predation regimes—results
observed whether using either univariate, trait-by-trait analyses
or multivariate, PCA analyses. While this radiation has garnered
attention for the predictability of adaptive phenotypic evolution
(Cain et al., 2014; Herron and Freeman, 2014; Reece et al.,
2014; Langerhans, 2018), we instead found here that observed
evolutionary patterns only met our simple predictions in 2
out of 10 cases (resource effects on male age at maturity
and juvenile growth rate). Meanwhile, 7 of our a priori
predictions were upheld only in a nuanced manner (e.g., smaller
offspring size in high-resource environments, but only in high-
predation localities; higher reproductive frequency in high-
predation environments, but only in high-resource populations).
These results suggest that variation in predation and resource
availability can lead to relatively complex evolutionary patterns
of life-history divergence, and that accurately predicting these
trajectories may require the consideration of interactions among
selective agents.

First, we found that high predation risk has generally resulted
in the evolution of higher fecundity, smaller offspring size, and
more frequent reproduction (shorter interbrood intervals), at
least within populations having moderate-high resource levels.
These trait changes concur with theoretical expectations and
prior empirical evidence for how predator-induced extrinsic
mortality, and its subsequent reduction in population density,
should drive shifts in these life-history traits (e.g., Reznick
and Endler, 1982; Reznick et al., 1990, 2002; Charlesworth,
1994; Gasser et al., 2000; Moore et al., 2016). In environments
where predators cause elevated adult mortality rates in prey
populations, natural selection should favor maternal investment
to produce larger numbers of offspring at a relatively rapid
pace, compared to environments with low mortality rates where
populations are more limited by density-dependent mechanisms,
such as resource competition. Further, larger offspring often have
competitive advantages in low-predation environments, whereas
smaller offspring can often better elude predators (Brockelman,
1975; Bashey, 2008; Jørgensen et al., 2011; Rollinson and
Hutchings, 2013). Because of energy constraints, as well as space
constraints in the case of livebearing organisms like G. hubbsi,
offspring number and size often show a trade-off, where higher
fecundity comes at the cost of smaller offspring size (Smith
and Fretwell, 1974; Stearns, 1992; Qualls and Shine, 1995; Roff,
2002). Most prior work on these key life-history traits, including
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FIGURE 1 | Variation in life-history traits between predation regimes and across varying levels of native resource availability based on eight populations of lab-raised
F1 and F2 broods of Bahamas mosquitofish reared under common conditions (estimated marginal means ± SE depicted). We illustrate variation between
low-resource (0.2 log10 zooplankton density) and high-resource environments (0.75 log10 zooplankton density) (A,C,E), as well as across the continuous range of
resource availability (B,D,F).

those on Bahamas mosquitofish (Riesch et al., 2013; Riesch
et al., 2020) have primarily focused on wild-caught specimens,
but only through common-garden studies can we establish
evolutionary inferences of life-history divergence in the wild.
The life-history shifts observed here may largely reflect genetic
evolution across populations, as these life-history patterns
occurred in animals raised under common conditions, and we
found no effects of laboratory rearing on size-specific fecundity.
These results contrast with prior arguments that life-history
variation in G. hubbsi largely reflects phenotypic plasticity
in response to food availability (Downhower et al., 2009).

While comparatively few studies have so far examined how
predation or resource levels may influence the evolution of
reproductive frequency—which often requires captive rearing
of reproductive females through multiple brood cycles—our
findings do match those of previous studies which have found
greater frequency of reproductive events in high-predation
environments (Reznick and Endler, 1982). A larger number of
prior studies have examined predation’s role in the evolution
of offspring number and size, and our results generally match
those previously reported for other livebearing fishes, including
P. reticulata (Reznick and Endler, 1982), Brachyrhaphis episcopi
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TABLE 2 | Statistical results of a generalized linear mixed-model examining
variation in interbrood interval of F1 broods in Bahamas mosquitofish derived from
eight populations.

Source df χ2 P

Predation regime (Pred) 1 3.63 0.0568

Log zooplankton density (Res) 1 4.93 0.0264

Pred × Res 1 3.87 0.0493

Log female SL 1 0.07 0.7892

Brood number 2 0.14 0.9313

TABLE 3 | Statistical results of a generalized linear mixed-model examining
variation in male age at maturity of F2 Bahamas mosquitofish derived from
eight populations.

Source df χ2 P

Predation regime (Pred) 1 0.00 0.9848

Log zooplankton density (Res) 1 6.86 0.0088

Pred × Res 1 0.15 0.6972

(Jennions and Telford, 2002), Brachyrhaphis rhabdophora
(Johnson and Belk, 2001), as well as a recent meta-analysis
concluding that life-history divergence in response to predation
has been consistent and predictable among multiple disparate
species of livebearing fishes (Moore et al., 2016). This study adds
to the growing evidence for predation’s direct and indirect roles
in the evolution of these life-history traits and our findings also
point to a previously underappreciated dependence of these
effects on resource availability (see below).

The faster juvenile growth rates observed in low-predation
populations of Bahamas mosquitofish compared to those
evolving in the presence of predators contradict theoretical
predictions that high extrinsic mortality rates and low density
dependence should favor higher growth rates. Prior work has
suggested that faster growth to adulthood should increase fitness
in high-mortality environments, and some work in livebearing
fishes has found evidence for more rapid growth in high-
predation localities (Johnson, 2001; Johnson and Belk, 2001;
Reznick et al., 2001; Arendt and Reznick, 2005). However,
this research has sometimes observed no evolved differences in
growth rates between predatory environments (Gale et al., 2013;
Reznick et al., 2019), or found inconsistent patterns of divergence
that appear to reflect the influence of resource availability (Arendt
and Reznick, 2005), which covaried with predation risk in
those systems. Here, we suggest that the more intense resource
competition in low-predation populations (low mortality, high
density) has placed a greater premium on juvenile growth
efficiency, because quickly reaching a larger, more competitive
body size is more important in the absence of predators than
in their presence. A key difference between prior work and
the current study is that we simultaneously considered both
predation risk and resource availability—had we ignored the
resource levels that populations have historically experienced, we
would not have found any differences in juvenile growth rates
between predation regimes.

In contrast with theoretical predictions, and with most prior
work in similar taxa (e.g., Reznick and Bryga, 1987; Reznick et al.,
1990; Reznick et al., 1997; Johnson, 2001), we found no evidence
that predation risk has led to evolutionary changes in age at sexual
maturity in male Bahamas mosquitofish. However, in previous
work predation regime and resource availability are known
to covary among populations, making it difficult to discern
their relative impacts on changes in this life-history trait. Here
we found that resource availability, not predation regime, has
strongly influenced male age at maturity in a manner that could
potentially explain prior findings of an earlier age at maturity
in those high-predation environments that also had higher
resource availability than their low-predation counterparts. With
strong resource-driven selection, resource levels may constrain
the evolution of male age at maturity so that any predator-
driven selection has little influence on its evolution. Our findings
concur with recent work in Trinidadian guppies where replicate
populations introduced from a high-predation source to low-
predation environments only evolved a later age at maturity after
reaching high densities and reducing the resource levels of their
streams (Reznick et al., 2019). Those results suggest that reduced
resource levels, not altered mortality rates per se, drive the
evolution of age at maturity in guppies, at least in the absence of
major predatory fish. Results of our study suggest resource levels,
not predation risk, drive the evolution of age at maturity across all
study sites in Bahamas mosquitofish. In addition, fish in different
predation regimes may experience similar selection for adult
male body size owing to factors such as resource acquisition and
female mating preferences (Reynolds and Gross, 1992; Rosenthal
and Evans, 1998). If so, this could limit the fitness benefits of
younger age at maturity in high-mortality environments because
an earlier age at maturity typically comes at the cost of a smaller
body size—male poeciliids virtually stop growth after sexual
maturity (Turner, 1941; Schultz, 1961). Of course, small body
size could have advantages in surviving predatory encounters
(Langerhans, 2009), although prior work in this system has found
no evidence of age/size-specific mortality or differences in adult
body size between predation regimes (e.g., Heinen et al., 2013;
Riesch et al., 2013, 2020; Langerhans, 2018). Further work on
predation’s direct and indirect role in the evolution of age at
maturity is required.

While predation risk has clearly influenced the evolutionary
trajectories of a diverse set of life-history traits in this system,
predation-driven divergence primarily occurred in environments
with moderate to high resource availability. But why? Statistically
speaking, a key reason that we observed greater divergence
between predation regimes within environments having
relatively higher resource availability is that the effects of
resource levels on several life-history traits differed between
predation regimes. Specifically, resource availability had
highly consistent and predictable effects on all traits within
high-predation environments, but had heterogenous effects
within low-predation environments, ranging from strong
and predictable (age at maturity, juvenile growth rate) to
variable/weak (fecundity, interbrood interval) to opposite
of predictions (offspring size). Thus, if we can understand
the causes of the effects of resource levels on life histories
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FIGURE 2 | Variation in life-history traits between predation regimes and across varying levels of native resource availability based on eight populations of lab-raised
F2 Bahamas mosquitofish reared under common conditions (estimated marginal means ± SE depicted). Following Figure 1, we illustrate variation between
low-resource (0.2 log10 zooplankton density) and high-resource environments (0.75 log10 zooplankton density) (A,C), as well as across the continuous range of
resource availability (B,D).

within each predation regime, then we should uncover the
underlying causes of why predator-driven divergence primarily
occurred in sites with moderate to high resource availability.
There are two patterns to be explained: effects of resource
availability within (1) low-predation environments, and (2)
high-predation environments.

In low-predation environments, we argue that the observed
patterns of resource-driven variation in life histories are
consistent with the notion that natural selection for the
rapid attainment of a competitively superior large body size
is generally stronger in these high-competition scenarios
compared to high-predation environments. That is, low-
predation populations may exhibit stronger resource limitation

TABLE 4 | Statistical results of a generalized linear mixed-model examining
variation in juvenile growth rate of F2 Bahamas mosquitofish derived from
eight populations.

Source df F P

Predation regime (Pred) 1, 5.19 6.90 0.0450

Log zooplankton density (Res) 1, 5.19 20.49 0.0057

Pred × Res 1, 4.58 3.67 0.1188

Tank density 1, 45.53 36.72 <0.0001

Water temperature 1, 10.39 11.64 0.0063

than high-predation populations at all levels of resources,
with stronger density-dependent selection from resource
competition in these predator-free, high-density environments

FIGURE 3 | Variation in PC1, illustrating that low-predation populations
inhabiting environments with moderate to high resource availability have
evolved a relatively faster juvenile growth rate, larger offspring size, a longer
interbrood interval, and lower fecundity than high-predation counterparts.
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(see Supplementary Material). In the absence of predators,
Bahamas mosquitofish have evolved larger offspring in
environments with higher resource levels, opposite to theoretical
predictions (Pianka, 1970; Brockelman, 1975; Stearns, 1976,
1977). This could reflect the combination of (1) strong selection
for larger juvenile body size due to its advantages in resource
competition in low-predation environments, (2) the fact that
higher resource availability, and thus the ability to rely on higher
energy acquisition, allows the evolution of even larger offspring
size, and (3) that optimal offspring size increases with decreasing
growth rates, as observed in higher-resource environments
(Jørgensen et al., 2011). With the evolution of larger offspring
size in high-resource environments, this constrains the evolution
of fecundity (due to space constraints in livebearing animals)
and reproductive frequency (i.e., gestation period, due to
developmental time constraints), potentially explaining why
these low-predation populations have not evolved higher
fecundity or more frequent reproductive events in localities with
higher resource availability. Moreover, this selection for rapid
attainment of an appropriate body size could additionally help
explain why greater resource levels have resulted in earlier age
at maturity, as individuals can more quickly reach a target body
size under higher resource levels. Finally, this could explain the
premium placed on rapid growth efficiency in low-predation
populations, where fish showed more rapid juvenile growth
than high-predation populations, and also showed elevated
growth rates in low-resource environments where selection
should strongly favor efficiency of converting energy from food
to somatic growth.

In high-predation populations, the strong and predictable
effects of resource availability on life-history traits might reflect
two different causes. First, it could simply result from the
theoretical effects of resource availability on life histories. For
example, the earlier age at maturity, more frequent reproduction,
and higher fecundity in populations with higher resource
availability matches classic life-history predictions based on
food levels. However, life-history theory does not necessarily
predict smaller offspring size independent of fecundity in high-
resource environments (which we observed) because theory
focuses more on overall reproductive effort. Similarly, the
finding of slower juvenile growth rates in populations with
higher resource availability does not match predictions based
on resource levels per se, but is consistent with selection
on growth efficiency. Further, because optimal offspring size
should increase with lower growth rates, these patterns
are a bit perplexing. So, simple direct effects of resource
availability may partially, but not fully, explain these findings.
A second explanation is that higher resource levels somehow
reflect stronger predator-driven selection. Under high resource
levels, selection arising from extrinsic mortality rates can be
exacerbated, where even stronger life-history shifts are favored
with the reduction of energetic constraints. Moreover, even
in this system where ecosystem productivity (e.g., chlorophyll
a, phytoplankton density, zooplankton density) is decoupled
from overall predation regime (presence/absence of predatory
fish; e.g., Heinen et al., 2013), perhaps within high-predation
environments resource availability still covaries with predation

intensity. That is, where present, the density of the top predator in
these systems (bigmouth sleepers) might increase with increasing
levels of overall productivity, and thus exert greater predator-
driven mortality or selection on Bahamas mosquitofish within
those localities. Remarkably, bigmouth sleeper density does
indeed correlate positively with zooplankton density across blue
holes, although these variables are independent of G. hubbsi
density (see Supplementary Material). This means that multiple
factors may cause predator-driven selection to be stronger in
environments with higher resource availability.

Altogether, the most likely explanation for the resource-
dependent effects of predation regime on life-history divergence
is the (1) strong selection for large juvenile body size and
a reduction of energetic constraints with higher resource
levels within low-predation populations, potentially combined
with (2) relatively stronger selection from predator-induced
mortality with higher resource availability within high-predation
populations. That is, in low-resource environments resource-
driven selection can be intense both in the absence and presence
of predators, explaining the low levels of life-history divergence
observed between those environments in this study. On the
other hand, in environments with relatively abundant resources,
predator-driven selection could overwhelm energy constraints
in high-predation localities, while reduced energetic constraints
can allow greater evolutionary responses to strong resource
competition in the absence of predators, explaining the strong
life-history divergence between predation regimes observed in
those environments.

An important caveat regarding the findings here is that we
only estimated patterns of evolutionary divergence in life histories
under a single common environment of ad libitum food levels
and the absence of predators. A more thorough understanding
of life-history evolution requires assessments of phenotypes
under multiple environmental conditions. Measuring multiple
life-history traits across multiple rearing treatments for eight
vertebrate populations presents strong logistical challenges—
but such an approach can provide important insights into
the evolution of phenotypic plasticity and possible population
differences in plasticity (e.g., Arendt and Reznick, 2005; Gale et al.,
2013). Future work should address this topic.

The extent to which the observed life-history shifts among
populations reflect independent trait evolution or joint shifts
of correlated traits remains largely unknown. Our multivariate
assessment suggests that male age at maturity evolves
independently of the rest of the life-history traits examined,
but future work is needed to determine whether population
differences in the other traits mostly reflect independent
responses to direct selection or include substantial effects of
indirect selection on correlated traits. Regardless, this study has
uncovered intriguing patterns of life-history evolution across
populations varying in predation risk and resource availability.

CONCLUSION

Because of the obvious connection between life-history traits and
fitness, a large volume of comparative studies have investigated
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the roles of particular ecological variables, especially predation
and resource availability, in driving population differences in
these phenotypes. While informative, phenotype-environment
associations derived from field studies can be difficult to
interpret when strong covariation among ecological factors exists,
and cannot directly address evolutionary variation in traits.
Therefore, a contemporary challenge is to unravel the effects
of individual selective agents on genetic divergence of key life-
history traits (e.g., Reznick et al., 2019; Reznick and Travis,
2019). Our study adds new insights to this literature, suggesting
that both predation risk and resource availability simultaneously
and interactively influence the genetic evolution of life-history
strategies in the wild. This knowledge deepens our understanding
of adaptive life-history evolution, and explicitly points to the need
of future work to address interactions among selective agents in
the evolution of life histories.
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